FAQ_SCAN EDS Rejections_July2016
No.
1

Question
Can I use the rejection report spreadsheet to
communicate back to SCAN the corrections?

Answer
No. Please do not send corrections via the spreadsheet. Please resubmit encounters via your
Clearinghouse with a Claim Frequency Code Set to '7' on Segment CLM05-3 and use SCAN Encounter
ID in REF*F8 segment.
If the encounter should be deleted and no resubmission will occur, then submit an encounter
transaction via the Clearinghouse with a Claim Frequency Code set to '8' on Segment CLM05-3 and
use SCAN Encounter ID in REF*F8 segment.

2

Q 1 --> When will the SCAN portal be up and
running?
Q 2 --> Will the portal allow provider partners to
make corrections?

3

Who should I contact at SCAN regarding the
distribution list for encounter data
communication?

See SCAN CMS Full Encounter Data Requirements document for further specifications and
assistance.
ANS 1 --> The SCAN portal is available to our provider partners.
ANS 2 --> Yes. Some of the rejection reasons may be able to be fixed within the portal. Although,
please note that the portal will only allow the correction of one encounter at a time. Some rejection
reasons may not be available for correction within the portal if new EDI segments are needed to be
added or either the provider, member or DOS values need to be changed. Those types of errors will
always require a new encounter to be submitted to SCAN through the clearinghouse.
Please send an email to svo@scanhealthplan.com (Stephen Vo, Sr. Encounter Data Specialist). The
updates will be made at one source for all future communications around encounter data.
Recommendation: please have one resource communicate any distribution list updates to avoid any
confusion.

4

Does SCAN currently accept encounters directly
submitted to them instead of using a
clearinghouse? If yes, can SCAN provide reply
files?

No. Currently, SCAN only accepts ANSI 837 encounters via a specified clearinghouse. If SCAN does
ever decide to directly accept ANSI 837 encounters, it would be on a very limited basis. We will have
more information on this in the future if we do move in this direction.
SCAN is currently considering sending 999 reports back to the Clearinghouses sometime this year
which can then be shared with the Provider Partners by the Clearinghouses. In the future, possibly
by 2017, SCAN may also start sending 277CA encounter status updates to the clearinghouses which
can also be shared with Provider Partners.
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6

7
8

Question
When is CMS going to start using the 5010 data
for payment calculations?

We highly encourage our Provider Partners to leverage the SCAN EDS rejection reports to update
your workflow processes and systems.
Can I send one file that contains both encounters Yes. The Claim Frequency (CF) code is at the encounter level which means that each encounter has
where the CF = 7 or where the CF = 1?
its own unique CF to that encounter.
Is SCAN using the latest ICE format?
Q 1 --> How is an ICE encounter differentiated
from a Clearinghouse encounter in the SCAN EDS
rejection reports?
Q 2 --> Is this the only rejection these ICE
encounters will have?

9

Answer
CMS has stated that it will calculate 2016 payment by using a 90/10 split of RAPS and EDS for 2015
DOS and a 75/25 split for 2016 DOS. SCAN is preparing for this change internally and working with
provider partners.

YES! SCAN implemented a new ICE file format in July 2014.
ANS 1 --> All ICE rejected encounters will be under the rejection code description of “Encounters
from only Direct Submit Records”.
ANS 2 --> Yes. We have grouped all ICE rejected encounters under the one bucket of "Encounters
from only Direct Submit Records”.

Q 1 --> Is the rejection error “Provider is missing” ANS 1 --> No. The PCN is just the number we receive from the file that lets SCAN know what the
related to the PCN missing?
provider partner is using to ID this encounter.
Q 2 --> Is the PCN taken from the ICE file?

ANS 2 --> The PCN is only updated off of the actual 837 file. Even if we get an ICE file in latter the
PCN will continue to reflect the latest value from the most recent 837 for that visit. If we only have
an ICE file encounter, then the PCN will be populated with the word “Empty”.

10 In regards to the CMS relaxation of the "balancing Yes. Please send an email request to jbarranco@scanhealthplan.com (Jahayra Barranco, Mgr,
edits", can we request a list of those encounter
Encounter Data). We will extract the data and send you a report.
records so that we can identify and troubleshoot
on our systems?
11 Is the rejection reason “Number of service lines
This is an ANSI 5010 and CMS requirement.
cannot be > 50” a CMS or SCAN requirement?
12 Are negative dollar values ok on the file?

Yes. Files sent to the Clearinghouses can have negative dollar values but please ensure these will not
cause a unit value error. Note: Unit value must be between 1 and 9,999.9 for Professional and 1 and
999,999.9 for Institutional
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13 How do invalid values look on the detailed
rejection report?

14 How should I manage DME and other like service
encounters that do not have an attending
provider?

15 Should all inpatient encounters be sent in an
institutional claim/UB04 regardless if the claim is
for professional services only?

Answer
If the value is invalid, then the the field will be populated with the value.
--> Missing = means that the field needs to be populated
--> Blank or Null = means the value was valid and no action is required
--> Data Is Provided in Field = means the value is invalid and requires correction
This question is around rejection reason "Attending provider is required with this bill type".
This field is only required for certain bill types. SCAN has the logic in place to only display this
rejection when the bill type requires the data.
If the professional services are being rendered by a professional provider than the HCFA-1500 form
can be used.
If the professional services are rendered by an institution, then they should be on the institutional
form.

16 If I only have a Direct Submit file and I’ve sent it
over with the wrong DOS what should I do?

Additional Info --> An ‘inpatient’ service is always billed on an institutional form because the
institution is the servicing facility. For example: If a professional provider is consulting within the
hospital and bills the hospital for his/her services on a HCFA-1500 form that is acceptable because it
is a professional provider.
You need to send over a new ICE file deleting all the Dx from the incorrect one to drop it off of the
report.

Please submit a completed 837 file or at the very least a new ICE file with the correct information to
fix the issue in the system.
17 What is Encounter from only Direct Submit Record This is the ICE Formatted data that does not have accompanying the ANSI encounter data submitted
mean?
via clearinghouse(s).
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18 What if I need to fix a Direct Submit encounter
that was pushed through and submitted to CMS
via RAPS?

Answer
If you are changing one of the key variables for identification (Member ID, Start DOS, End DOS, or
Rendering Provider NPI) then you need to send an 837 encounter to the clearinghouse with the
original Direct Submit encounter data on it with a Claim Frequency Code of '8' to delete the Dx's
from RAPS.
If the capability to send the CF = 8 is not available, then send an ICE encounter with the original
Direct Submit encounter data on it and all Dx codes marked for deletion. When you do this, please
contact SCAN's encounter data team to ensure these records are deleted.
Then, please submit the corrected information in a new encounter to the clearinghouse.
Remember!! The Clearinghouse ANSI encounter MUST CONTAIN the same three pieces of data in
order to match to the ICE encounter and clear the SCAN rejection:
--> Dates of Servce
--> Member ID
--> Rendering Provider NPI

19 How do I correct an invalid Dx that was supplied
by the doctor?

You will need to work with the provider to make the appropriate correction and resubmit the correct
Dx code(s) when available.
If the rejection is only due to an invalid Dx, then resubmit via the clearinghouse with Claim
Frequency Code set to '8' on Segment CLM05-3 and use SCAN Encounter ID in REF*F8 segment.
If it is only one of many Dx, then you can use an ICE file and delete the incorrect Dx or you can use
the clearinghouse and submit a CF =7.

20 If we send an encounter claim for a procedure
that wasn't authorized, but then later resend the
claim once authorization has been provided, will
the second encounter be rejected as a duplicate?

No. However each clearinghouse's duplicate check policies may differ. Please check with your
clearinghouse(s) for additional details. For data submitted directly to SCAN, so long as a claim
frequency code of 7 (updated/corrected information) is sent, then the claim will not be considered a
duplicate despite having identical data.
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21 Will encounters with a claim frequency code of 8
(void) force a delete of the previously sent
encounter data?

Answer
Yes. For updates to encounter data, a claim frequency code of 7 should be sent instead. This is the
more efficient way to send an update/correction. If a claim frequency code of 8 is sent, then it is the
provider partner's responsibility to send a replacement encounter claim.

22 For missing NPIs, is there any way to see what the Yes, as long as the provider name was provided to us.
provider's name was, via the raw data?
23 Will there be a way to correct missing NPI issues,
for rejected claims, without having to send claim
corrections?
24 Regarding the YTD Summary, as we make
corrections, should we see the rejection totals go
down?
25 Is it possible to dig up ANSI encounter claims that
could have been stopped at the clearinghouse, by
looking at the monthly error report?

Yes. The encounter data portal (EDP) will allow updates to be made to encounter claims that have
already been received by SCAN.

26 What is the expectation of SCAN, with regards to
working with hospitals and their rejections?

We are reaching out to the hospitals and providing initial support, but for additional support needs,
we will reach out to provider partners for assistance.

Yes. The number of rejections should gradually decrease as the underlying causes of each of the
rejections are remedied.
Yes. By reviewing the raw data report, a provider partner may reconcile what ANSI encounter claims
were received by SCAN. By isolating rejections with an error message of "Encounter from only Direct
Submit Record", a provider partner can spot check their outbound data to ensure that ANSI
encounter claims had actually been sent. Claims that were submitted, but never made their way to
SCAN may have been rejected by the clearinghouse(s).

27 Will the rejection count on the EDS rejection email No. The portal is a live enviornment, while the email contains a snapshot of rejections at a given
match the rejection count on the encounter data point in time.
portal (EDP)?
28 When are the EDS rejection reports sent to
The EDS rejection reports are sent on a monthly basis, approximately the 25th of each month.
provider partners?
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